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MTR launches Shatin to Central Link
railway-themed e-game design competition
Young people fond of e-games will have an excellent opportunity to apply their talent in
designing a railway-related game. The MTR Corporation and the Hong Kong Computer
Society (HKCS) join hands to launch an e-Game Design Competition for students from
local tertiary institutions.
The e-game design competition is one of the community activities under the Shatin to
Central Link (SCL) Project which is a strategic railway to run through multiple districts in
Hong Kong. Planning and design of a new rail link involve comprehensive studies and
works. Supported by local tertiary institutions, the competition aims to translate these
complicated process and knowledge of planning, design and operations of the SCL into
simple web language through the creative mind of the younger generations.
“We are pleased to have this e-Game Design Competition as the first of its kind to blend
railway knowledge into e-game. It serves as an interactive way to share the complex
railway planning process with the younger generation leveraging the creativity and the
interest among the netizens,” said Mr Henry Lam, General Manager - Shatin to Central
Link.
By participating in the MTR e-Game Design Competition, students would have chance to
learn more about e-game design as well as railway planning, design and operation in
Hong Kong through briefing sessions, visits as well as meeting with industry experts and
railway engineers to share their valuable experience and insights in their areas.
“The competition is open to all tertiary students. We do hope this could also provide a
chance for them to get beyond their academic scopes,” added Ir Stephen Lau, President of
Hong Kong Computer Society. “We look forward to receiving innovative and inspiring
entries from students of diverse specialities.”
Entries for social media platform Facebook as well as mobile platforms iOS 4.0 and
Android 2.1 are welcome. Online registration is now available at the SCL website
(www.mtr-shatincentrallink.hk) till 17 December 2010. Tertiary students from all
disciplines who are interested in taking up new challenges, are welcome to access the
above website for more information.
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The Shatin to Central Link E-Game Design Competition not only develops the creative
minds of younger generation, but also widens their horizons in railway planning.

